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Ins ection Summar

Areas Ins ected: Routine, announced inspection by resident and Region-based
inspectors of control room operations, licensee action on previous inspection
Findings, operational safety verification, surveillance program, maintenance
program, licensee event reports, special inspection topics, and procedural
adherence. During this inspection, Inspection Procedures 37551, 61726, 62703,
71707, 71750, 92700, 92901, 92902, 92903, 93702 and Temporary Instruction TI
2515/125 were used.

Results:

~0eratioos

~ The licensee determined that the suppression pool level instrumentation
had not been properly calibrated since initial licensing. Operators
responded well in response to this determination. This response was a
result of an aggressive evaluation program by the licensee.
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Maintenance

~ A high number of failures to follow procedures concerning measuring and

test equipment (HSTE) indicated that management and supervision of this
area need to strengthen and emphasize the expectation that procedures
will be adhered to or corrected. This was found as a result of a

thorough examination of this area by the quality assurance (gA)
organization.

The licensee determined that Battery Charger C2-I had been miswired
during Refueling Outage 9 (R9), as a result of thorough troubleshooting
and investigation, and repaired the charger and corrected the problem.

The licensee exhibited poor work practices by inappropriately routing
temporary cabling across cable trays containing different power trains.

The licensee failed to store an overhead crane in its safe storage
position, in violation of plant drawing requirements.

En ineerin

~ The design change package for changing the intake filters for Diesel
Generators (DGs) I and 2 was satisfactory, but did not consider the
design basis dust storm.

The gA audit of the plant modification process was outstanding and

contributed several substantial findings and recommendations.

Plant Su ort

A licensee prank occurred, which was the third in a series of pranks
during recent inspection periods, that indicated that not all personnel
fully understood management expectations for maintaining a professional
atmosphere at WNP-2.

The licensee found that an employee violated radiation protection
requirements for frisking with a portal monitor prior to entry into the
radwaste control room.

An incident in which a security guard misdirected personnel in the
escorting policies indicated that this guard had not followed
management's expectation.

Inspection of the licensee's foreign material exclusion programs
indicated inconsistent implementation of licensee procedures.





Summar of Ins ection Findin s:

~ Inspection Followup Item (IFI) 397/9429-01 (Section 2.3) was identified.

~ Violation 397/9429-02 (Section 3.2.6.3) was identified.

~ IFI 397/9429-03 (Section 4. 1) was identified.

~ Violation 397/9329-02 (Section 9. 1) was closed.

~ IFI 397/9345-07 (Section 9.2) was closed.

~ Violation 397/9404-01 (Section 9.3) was closed.

Violation 397/9404-05 (Section 9.4) was closed.

Violation 397/9414-03 (Section 9.5) was closed.

Violation 397/9313-05 (Section 10. 1) was closed.

IFI 397/9323-04 (Section 11. 1) remains open.

IFI 397/9116-06 (Section 11.2) was closed.

IFI 397/9116-08 (Section 11.3) was closed.

IFI 397/9116-13 (Section 11.4) was closed.

IFI 397/9116-14 (Section 11.5) was closed.

~ Licensee Event Report (LER) 93-10, Revisions 7 and 8 (Section 12. 1), was
closed.

Attachments:

~ Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting



DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

At the start of the inspection period, the reactor was at 100 percent power.
Reactor power was briefly reduced to 80 percent power on September 24 and
70 percent on October 21 to repair various steam leaks, each time after which
reactor power was returned to 100 percent. The reactor was at 100 percent
power at the end of the inspection period.

2 ONSITE FOLLOWUP TO EVENTS (93702, 92901)

2. 1 Prank B Licensee Em lo ees

On September 24, the licensee advised the resident inspector of an apparent
prank which occurred early on September 23 inside the Plant Support Facility
simulator room following a backshift training session conducted for a
management certification class. Four employees attending the simulator
portion of the training class remained in the building and hid behind the
simulator control 'panels in order to perform a prank on the incoming simulator
training class. An individual from the incoming class noticed someone hiding
behind the simulator panels. The individual then attempted to find out who it
was. At that point, all four students involved in the prank left the
simulator room without being recognized. The licensee initiated a security
force incident report. On Saturday, September 24, upon returning to training
and learning of the security investigation, the four students involved in the
prank contacted the Assistant Managing Director for Operations to reveal their
identity. The licensee initiated disciplinary action.

The inspector discussed this incident with licensee management and noted that
two other pranks had occurred recently, indicating that management's
expectations were not being adequately communicated to plant personnel. The
licensee acknowledged the inspector's concern,

2.2 Hi h Su ression Pool Level

As a result of comprehensive actions taken in response to earlier problems
with suppression pool level (discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-397/94-24),
on October 20, 1994, the licensee determined that the suppression pool level
instruments were calibrated such that suppression pool level indicated
2 inches lower than actual. The instruments had been calibrated in this
manner since 1984. This was considered significant because the Technical
Specification Action Statement (TSAS) 3.6.2. 1 requires that if suppression
pool level exceeds 31 feet 1-3/4 inches the level shall be returned within the
limits within 1 hour or the plant be placed in hot shutdown in the next
12 hours. Therefore, the suppression pool level had been in excess of 31 feet
1-3/4 inches for a significant period. '





Upon discovery of the condition, the licensee took prompt action to initiate
Problem Evaluation Report (PER) 294-0939 and to notify the control room
personnel. The shift manager entered the Emergency Operating Procedures and

TSAS 3.6.2. 1 and lowered suppression pool level to within the TS limits.

In the event discussed in that report, and prior to taking effective action,
operators allowed suppression pool level to exceed the TS maximum for several
hours prior taking effective action. Included in their corrective actions,
the licensee thoroughly reviewed the setpoints and the calibration of the
instruments associated with suppression pool level and identified the above
described discrepancy. The licensee was preparing an LER at the end of the
inspection period.

2.3 METE Deficiencies

During this inspection period, the licensee notified the inspector of a

guality Assurance (gA) finding associated with METE. gA personnel noted that,
from the period of April 18, 1994, to September 6, 1994, approximately 70 out
of tolerance H&TE deficiency reports were not issued as required by Plant
Procedures Manual (PPH) 1.5.4, "Control of Measuring and Test Equipment,"
paragraph 6.9. 1. PPH 1.5,4, paragraph 6.9, also requires that, if an HDE
deficiency report cannot be dispositioned, a PER shall be written. These
requirements did not appear to have been followed. The licensee initiated PER

294-0859 to document this occurrence and to propose corrective actions.

The inspector discussed this issue with the maintenance production manager,
who stated that, although violations of plant procedures occurred, none of the
problems resulted in equipment being inoperable. The inspector requested
documentation of these evaluations on October 17, 1994, to verify that no
safety issues resulted. In developing the documentation, the licensee
discovered 60 more discrepancies in which HKTE deficiency reports were not
processed per PPH 1.5.4. The licensee evaluated these additional deficiencies
and provided the inspector with the total package of 130 discrepancies on
October 24, 1994. The licensee initiated PER 294-0946 to document the
additional discrepancies. The inspector reviewed a 10 percent sampling of the
licensee's evaluations and noted no safety or operability issues.

Further discussions with the licensee indicated that the tool crib engineer
responsible for the HKTE deficiency reports was aware of the requirements of
PPH 1.5.4, but did not implement the requirements due to workload constraints.
The licensee initiated disciplinary action as a result of their investigation.
This is considered a followup item. IFI 397/9429-01)

2.4 Batter Char er Low Volta e

On September 14, 1994, during a weekly surveillance, the licensee found that
Battery Charger C2-1 had drifted below its TS minimum voltage. The as-found
voltage was 257.6 volts DC, whereas the TS minimum was 258 volts DC. The
licensee had noted that voltage had been slowly drifting downward. The
electricians opened up the battery charger under a work order to determine the



cause of the low voltage and found that two leads were reversed in the battery
charger. This was of concern because the licensee had worked on Charger C2-1

during R9, and all de-terminations and re-terminations were second-verified as

satisfactory. The reversed leads resulted in the bleeder resistors in
Charger C2-1 being out of the circuit, which caused the voltage of Charger
C2-1 to be unstable. The licensee noted that, although a postmaintenance test
had been performed, it did not adequately test the leads lifted in the circuit
of the bleeder resistors. The licensee repaired and successfully retested
Charger C2-1 and declared it operable. The licensee initiated a PER to
document these issues and propose corrective actions.

The inspector concluded that the licensee performed thorough troubleshooting
and a good followup investigation to identify the root causes of the low
voltage on Charger C2-1. The corrective actions appeared to be satisfactory
to prevent recurrence.

2.5 Conclusions

Licensee management and staff response to emerging issues was good.'
licensee prank involving the simulator indicated that management corrective
actions for previous inappropriate behavior were not fully effective. The
licensee determined that they had not properly calibrated the suppression pool
level instrumentation. Operators responded well to the high suppression pool
level situation. A large number of failures to follow procedures concerning
out-of-tolerance HKTE indicated that management and supervision of this area
need to strengthen and emphasize the expectation that procedures will be
adhered to or corrected.. The licensee had miswired Battery Charger C2-1
during R9 but, due to thorough troubleshooting and investigation, repaired the
charger and corrected the problem.

3 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707, 92901)

3. 1 Plant Tours

The inspector toured the following plant areas:

reactor building
primary containment
control room
diesel generator building
radwaste building
service water buildings
Technical Support Center
turbine generator building
yard area and perimeter



3.2 The ins ectors observed the followin items durin the tours:

3.2. 1 Operating Logs and Records

The inspectors reviewed operating logs and records against TS and
administrative control procedure requirements.

3.2.2 Monitoring Instrumentation

The inspector observed process instruments for correlation between channels
and for conformance with TS requirements.

3.2.3 Shift Manning

The inspector observed control room and shift manning for conformance with
10 CFR 50.54 (k), TS, and administrative procedures. The inspector also
observed the attentiveness. of the operators in the execution of their duties
and that the control room was free of distractions such as nonwork-related
radios and reading materials.

3.2.4 Equipment Lineups

The inspector verified valves and electrical breakers to be in the position or
condition required by TS and administrative procedures for the applicable
plant mode. This verification included routine control board indication
reviews and conduct of partial system lineups. TS limiting conditions for
operation were verified by direct observation.

In addition, the inspector verified a sample of locked valve positions
controlled by PPH 1.3.29, Revision 21, "Locked Valve Checklist." All valves
inspected were in the appropriate position and locked. However, in
preparation for the inspection, the inspector noted that certain valves, which
the licensee had committed in Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) g.211.077 to
administratively control in a locked position, were not listed in PPH 1.3.29.
When the inspector questioned the licensee concerning the valves, the licensee
provided Amendment 49 to FSAR g.211-077, dated August 1994, which removed the
valves from those commitments but had not been distributed yet for
incorporation into controlled copies of the FSAR. Based on the inspector's
review of the Amendment 49, it was considered appropriate to remove the valves
from PPH 1.3.29.

3.2,5 Equipment Tagging

The inspector observed selected equipment, for which tagging requests had been
initiated, to verify that tags were in place and the equipment was in the
condition specified. The inspector did not identify any deficiencies in
observing clearance orders.
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3.2.6 General Plant Equipment Conditions

The inspector observed plant equipment for indications of system leakage,
improper lubrication, or other conditions that would prevent the system from
fulfilling its functional requirements. Annunciators were observed to
ascertain their status and operability.

3.2.6.1 Hydraulic Control Unit Deficiencies

During observation activities of the control rod drive hydraulic control
units, the inspector noted that two deficiency tags hung on the units were
over a year old. One tag, labeled DI-16434 and dated July 16, 1993, stating
"noisy scram test signal from transponder during single rod scram," was hung
on the Control Rod 58-31 hydraulic control unit. The other tag, labeled
DI-18490 and dated September 17, 1993, stated "tubing air leak on scram pilot
air header." The inspector questioned licensee personnel concerning the aged
equipment deficiency tags and the previous single rod scram surveillance test.
The licensee researched the maintenance history pertaining to the aged
deficiency tags and discovered that the hydraulic control unit had been
successfully tested and the tubing air leaks had been repaired, The licensee
stated that the deficiency tags should have been removed by maintenance
personnel following completion of the maintenance activities.

3.2.6.2 Temporary Power Cables~ ~ ~

On October 25, 1994, the inspector noted that a number of extension cords and

temporary power cables had been strung across the reactor building cable trays
throughout safety-related areas. The inspector was concerned that these
temporary power cables may impact the electrical separation of different
trains of safety-related equipment. Although the licensee was not committed
to Regulatory Guide 1.75, the inspector noted that it was not a good work
practice to route temporary power cables with no specific guidance on

separation. The inspector notified the Technical Services Division Electrical
Engineering supervisor, who directed his staff to conduct a walkdown of the
reactor building to identify other temporary power cables that did not meet
management's expectations, The licensee identified several other concerns
during this walkdown. The licensee rerouted any power cables that posed a

possibility of an electrical separation problem. In addition, the licensee
wrote a memorandum to employees specifying management's expectations with
respect to routing of extension cords and temporary power cables.

3.2.6.3 Overhead Cranes

On October 14, 1994, the inspector found that one of the overhead cranes
(MT-HOI-8) on the 471 foot elevation of the reactor building was left outside
of the specified storage position (approximately 15 feet from the edge of the
monorail), with the lifting hook fully down. The crane was above and adjacent
to safety related instrument lines and a threat'to impact these lines during a

seismic event. The inspector noted that PPM 10.2.53 states, in paragraph 7.6,
"Hoists and the cranes specifically listed in Attachment 9.4 should be stored





during plant operations." Attachment 9.4 illustrates the acceptable locations
for storage. Attachment 9.4 recommends the trolley for Crane NT-HOI-8 to be

stored within 3 feet of the edge of the monorail. In addition, safety-related
Drawing N-568 (also FSAR Figure 12.3-37) requires the trolley for Crane NT-
HOI-8 to be stored within 3 feet of the edge of the monorail.

The inspector notified the Shift Nanager of the problem. The Shift Nanager
contacted maintenance personnel and the problem was corrected by returning the
trolley to its approved storage location. The licensee issued PER 294-0965 to
document this occurrence and to propose additional corrective actions if
necessary. The preliminary licensee investigation indicated that
Crane NT-HOI-8 was moved from its safe storage position to support preventive
maintenance, but the work order did not reference Drawing N-568 or PPN 10.2.53
to ensure that the crane was stored properly upon completion of the work.

The inspector discussed this finding with licensee engineering personnel. The
licensee stated that the seismic acceleration at the elevation of the trolley
for Crane NT-HOI-8 was 0.55g. The'icensee stated that seismic calculations
existed for vertical acceleration of the crane and were satisfactory.
However, calculations did not exist for horizontal acceleration of the
trolley, which was the basis for the need for the trolley to be stored in its
safe storage position. The inspector discussed these conclusions with
licensee management, who acknowledged the inspector comments. However, the
licensee stated at the exit meeting that the chief concern for the overhead
crane was during loaded conditions and, therefore, was not a significant
safety issue. However, the inspector noted that this problem was a repeat of
a similar concern addressed in NRC Inspection Report 50-397/93-20, which the
licensee, apparently, had not sufficiently corrected.

Criterion V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, prescribes that activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings.
The failure to store Crane UT-HOI-8 in accordance with Drawing N-568 is a

violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (Violation 397/9429-02).

3.2 ' Plant Chemistry

The inspector reviewed chemical analyses and trend results for conformance
with TS and administrative control procedures, Chemistry controls appeared to
be satisfactory during this inspection period.

3.3 En ineered Safet Features Walkdown

The inspector walked down selected engineered safety features (and'systems
important to safety) to confirm that the systems were aligned in accordance
with plant procedures. During the walkdown of the systems, items such as
hangers, supports, electrical power supplies, cabinets, and cables were
inspected to determine that they were operable and in a condition to perform
their required functions. Proper lubrication and cooling of major components
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were also observed for adequacy. The inspector also verified that certain
system valves were in the required position by both local and remote position
indication, as applicable.

The inspector walked down accessible portions of the following systems on the
indicated, dates:

~Ss tern

Automatic Depressurization System

Diesel Generator Systems,

Divisions 1, 2, and 3.

Low Pressure Coolant Injection
Trains A, 8, and C

Dates

September 19, October 19

October 12, 19, 26

September 19, October 14, 19

September 19, October 14, 19

September 19, October 19

September 19

September 19,
October 14, 19

Low Pressure Core Spray

High Pressure Core Spray

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Trains A and B

Standby Gas Treatment

Standby Liquid Control

Standby Service Water

125V DC Electrical Distribution,
Divisions 1 and 2

250V DC Electrical Distribution

October 12

October 12

October 12

October 12

October 12

3.4 Conclusions

The inspector determined that routine plant operations appeared to be good
during this inspection period. In addition, the inspector determined that the
engineered safety feature systems were in good order and aligned in accordance
with plant procedures. The licensee had exhibited poor work practices by
inappropriately routing temporary cabling over safety-related raceways. The
licensee had failed to store an overhead crane in its safe storage position,
in violation of plant drawings.
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4 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551, 92903)

The inspector observed the following engineering related activities during
this inspection period:

4. 1 Inservice Testin IST of Waterle Pum s

On September 21, 1994, during the inspection of maintenance being performed on

Waterleg Pump RHR-P-3, the inspector requested the licensee to provide the IST
history on the pump. The licensee stated that the Divisions I, II, III and
RCIC waterleg .pumps were not included in their IST program. The inspector
then requested a copy of documentation that allowed these pumps to be
excluded. The licensee could not produce an approved relief request, nor
reference to the waterleg pump exclusion in the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation (NRR) Safety Evaluation Report that approved the WNP-2 IST Program.
The licensee provided an internal memorandum dated December 14, 1988, that
described the basis for the exclusion, which was, in part, (1) the pumps were
not required to perform a specific safety function and, thus, were not within
the scope of ASME Code, Section XI, IWP-1100; and (2) the pumps ran
continuously and were monitored by control room indication and alarms.

The licensee pointed out that some other plants have excluded the pumps from
their IST programs, by differing degrees. The inspector noted that some
plants include the pumps and discussed the matter with IST experts at NRR. The
NRR experts offered the opinion that the waterleg pumps were required to
perform the specific safety function of maintaining the associated emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) and RCIC pumps operable and, thus, should have been
included in the licensee's IST program. The NRR experts also expected that
the pump discharge pressure and bearing temperatures would be trended and
tested as required by the Code.

During further discussions, the licensee stated that, if a waterleg pump
failed or was to be taken out of service, there were alternate methods to keep
the ECCS and RCIC injection lines filled. Further, the licensee has been
trending pump vibration data on a monthly basis since 1988 as part of their
Predictive Maintenance Program. The pump vibration history data presented to
the inspector clearly indicated a trend towards degradation of the motor
bearing. An evaluation of this data by the licensee estimated that there was
reasonable assurance that the pump would be operable until its scheduled
repair during the spring 1995 refueling outage.

The licensee maintained their position that the ECCS and RCIC waterleg pumps
were not within the scope of ASME Code, Section XI, IWP-1100. At a subsequent
meeting to discuss the licensee's next 10-year IST program, the licensee and
NRR agreed that the licensee would submit documentation of the justification
for exclusion of the ECCS and RCIC waterleg pumps for NRR review
(IFI 50-397/94-29-03).
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4.2 Modification of DG Air Intake Filters

The inspector reviewed a design change package, associated with modification
of the DGs 1 and 2 air intake filters, that was implemented during R9. The
inspection consisted of reviewing the design change package (BDC-87-0326-OA)
and field change requests (FCRs), applicable top tier drawings, maintenance
work orders, new surveillance procedures, abnormal procedures, the 50.59
evaluation, and the FSAR change notice. In addition, the inspector performed
walkdowns in the field. The inspector concluded that Design
Change BDC-87-0326-OA was adequate for implementation, but observed a number
of problems existed in the analysis, planning, and execution of the design
change,

4.2. 1 Background

The licensee's original design for the DG air intake filters specified oil
bath filters for each of the three DGs at WNP-2. The licensee took credit for
the oil bath filters For design basis events, including the design basis
ashfall event following volcanic eruption and the design basis dust storm, as
well as, the general requirement for keeping dust and debris out of the DG.
These oil bath filters were discussed in FSAR Sections 9.5.8, F.4, and
f040.026. The oil bath filters had a feature such that, if the filters became
clogged, the filters would automatically be bypassed. The licensee found that
these filters required significant maintenance and were cumbersome to work on.
Therefore, the licensee developed Design Change BDC-87-0326-OA to replace the
oil bath filters with cartridge type filters. The new filters would not have
the automatic bypass feature, so the licensee included, in the design change,
installing differential pressure (D/P) gages across the filters, so that
operators could monitor the D/P across the new filters while the DG was
running and determine if the filters required changeout. This design change
was implemented for DGs 1 and 2 during R9.

4.2.2 gA Audit

The licensee's gA organization performed a Safety System Outage Modification
Inspection, issued on August 15, 1994 as Technical Assessment 294-001. This
audit covered Design Change BDC-87-0326-OA as well as six other design change
packages implemented during R9. The audit also covered the design process.
The licensee's gA audit of the design change process was superior in that it
contained several substantial findings and recommendations for improving the
safety performance of engineering. Included was the finding that Design
Change BDC-87-0326-OA did not adequately address all issues associated with
the impact of the design change for the design bases ashfall event and that
there were not sufficient numbers of filters in stock on site to mitigate this
event.

4.2.3 Modification Implementation

The licensee noted that problems existed in the implementation of the design
change that indicated insufficient planning. The engineering personnel
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developing the design package apparently did not adequately measure the size
of the new filters and the clearances between the filtration units. When the
maintenance personnel attempted to install one of the new filters, each for
DGs 1 and 2, they noted that the filters would not fit because of inadequate
clearances. Therefore, the design change was revised with an FCR to allow
maintenance to chisel off sufficient pieces of the concrete walls such that
the new filters could fit. This was done successfully without impacting the
rebar in the DG room concrete walls. In addition, licensee maintenance
personnel noted that the design change directed them to install the D/P gages
backwards, An FCR was issued to correct this error.

The inspector verified that the applicable top tier drawings, surveillance
procedures, normal operating procedures, and abnormal procedures were revised
to reflect Design Change BDC-87-0326-OA. The inspector concluded that the
licensee was thorough and complete in updating these documents. The inspector
also verified that operations personnel had obtained satisfactory training on
the design change.

4.2,4 Design Basis Dust Storms

In addition to the above licensee identified issues with the design change,
the inspector found that the licensee did not sufficiently address the effect
of the change from oil bath filters to cartridge filters for the analysis of
the design basis dust storm.

FSAR Section f040.026 states, on page f040.026-2, "For the postulated design
worst case dust storm which lasts 18 hours and possesses an average airborne
dust concentration of 8.9 mg/m', the dust mass which passes the diesel
generator intake louvers after particle impaction and re-entrainment is
accounted for, is calculated to be 6.44 mg/m'. The results of an analysis of
the oil bath filters for the intake air system shows the adequacy of these
panel bath filters in handling a severe dust storm without affecting diesel
generator performance." The licensee developed this design basis as a

response to NRC findings in NRC Inspection Report 50-397/87-19, that noted
that the licensee did not have sufficient documentation of the design basis
for the ashfall event or dust storm event.

The inspector noted that the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation did not discuss the
effects of the design change for the design basis dust storm. In addition,
the change notice submitted for this design change did not include changing
FSAR Section f040.026 to address the installation of cartridge type filters
rather than the old design of oil bath filters. The inspector noted that the
change to cartridge filters was found by the licensee to have a significant
impact on the design basis ashfall event, such that the abnormal procedure was
changed to require filter changeout approximately every 2.5 hours. The
inspector was concerned that the effect of the design change may also
significantly impact the licensee's response to a design basis dust storm.
The licensee determined that the analysis for the design basis dust storm was
bounded by the design basis ashfall event; therefore, this oversight was of
minor safety significance. However, the inspector noted that this issue





indicates that more thorough research in FSAR and design bases may be

appropriate in development of plant modifications.

4.3 Conclusions

The licensee committed to discuss placing the ECCS keep-fill pumps into the
1ST program with NRR. The design change package for changing the intake
filters for DGs 1 and 2 was satisfactory, although problems were experienced
in implementation and in considering all design basis events. The inspector
found that the licensee had not sufficiently considered the FSAR section on

design basis dust storms in implementing the design change associated with the
air intake filters. The gA audit of the design change process was outstanding
and contributed several substantial findings and recommendations.

5 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

The inspector evaluated plant support activities based on observation of work
activities, review of records, and facility tours. The inspector noted the
following during this evaluation.

5. 1 Fire Protection

The inspector observed firefighting equipment and controls for conformance
with administrative procedures. Due to concerns with thermolag and fire seals
and other problems, the inspector noted that a very high number of fire
impairments existed for which fire tours were being conducted. The licensee
had corrective action plans in place to address the concerns with fire seals
and thermolag. In addition, the licensee was aggressively working to repair
the nonprogrammatic problems with fire seals.

5.2 Radiation Protection Controls

The inspector periodically observed radiological protection practices to
determine whether the licensee's program was being implemented in conformance
with facility policies and procedures and in compliance with regulatory
requirements. The inspector also observed compliance with radiation work
permits, proper wearing of protective equipment and personnel monitoring
devices, and personnel frisking practices. Radiation monitoring equipment was

frequently monitored to verify operability and adherence to calibration
frequency.

5.2. 1 Violation of Frisking Practices

On October 18, 1994, a Health Physics (HP) technician observed an individual
entering the Radwaste Control Room on two occasions without frisking by the
portal monitor, as was required by PPH 1. 11. 11. The HP technician initiated
PER 294-0929 to document these occurrences and initiate corrective action.
Licensee interviews indicated that the individual was aware of the
requirements, but did not adhere to them. The licensee promptly initiated
disciplinary action.
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5.2.2 Tour of RCIC Room

During observation activities in the RCIC pump room, the inspector noted a

component equipment tag laying on a support which had apparently fallen from
overhead equipment. Fallen dust and debris were also noted throughout the
area. In addition, the inspector noted that the overhead room ventilation
discharge vent was blowing air directly onto a posted contaminated area,
within which debris from the overhead had also fallen. The inspector was

concerned that the circulating air could spread potentially contaminated
debris from the contaminated area throughout the room. The inspector notified
the licensee of these observations and the room was immediatel'y cleaned. The
debris was removed from the contaminated area and the area was resurveyed for
contamination. No contamination was found; therefore, the contamination
posting was removed from the area. The fallen component tag was also removed
and placed on the appropriate component.

5.3 Plant Housekee in

The inspector observed plant conditions and material/equipment storage to
determine the general state of cleanliness and housekeeping. Housekeeping in
the radiologically controlled area was evaluated with respect to controlling
the spread of surface and airborne contamination. Housekeeping was generally
good throughout all plant areas.

5.4 ~Securit

The inspector periodically observed security practices to ascertain that the
licensee's implementation of the security plan was in accordance with site
procedures, that the search equipment at the access control points was
operational, that the vital area portals were kept locked and alarmed, and
that personnel allowed access to the protected area were badged and monitored
and the monitoring equipment was functional.

On October 18, 1994, the inspector observed a visitor and his escort exiting
the protected area in a manner contrary to management direction. The escort
key-carded out of the protected area first, followed 'by the visitor, leaving
the visitor in the protected area without his escort for a short period of
time. The escort was unsure of the proper exiting sequence and had asked for
help from the security guard at the access point. The security guard had
advised these individuals to exit in the improper manner. The inspector
informed the security manager, who initiated a security incident report.

On September 29, 1994, licensee management issued a memorandum to all
employees on the proper techniques for escorting visitors in and out of the
protected area. The security guard in this incident apparently did not
sufficiently review and understand that memorandum. The licensee was
initiating corrective actions at the end of the inspection period.
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5.5 Emer enc Plannin

The inspector toured the emergency operations facility, the Operations Support
Center, and the Technical Support Center and ensured that these emergency
facilities were in a state of readiness. Housekeeping was noted to be good
and all necessary equipment appeared to be functional.

5.6 Conclusions

Radiation protection performance was generally good, although two instances of
an individual failing to frisk when exiting the radiologically controlled area
were observed. Housekeeping was generally good throughout most of the plant,
except in the RCIC room, when painting and work activities were occurring. An
incident in which a security guard misdirected personnel in the escort exiting
policies indicated that this guard had not followed management's expectation.

6 SURVEILLANCE TESTING (61726)

6. 1 Surveillance Observations

The inspector reviewed surveillance tests required to be performed by the TS
on a sampling basis to verify that: (1) a technically adequate 'procedure
existed for performance of the surveillance tests; (2) the surveillance tests
had been performed at the frequency specified in the TS and in accordance with
the TS surveillance requirements; and (3) test results satisfied acceptance
criteria or were properly dispositioned.

The inspector observed portions of the following surveillances on the dates
shown:

Procedure

7.4.8.2.1.21A

~tl

Battery BO-1A Monthly
Surveillance

Dates Performed

September 23

12.10.8 PASS Dissolved Gas Sample October 5
Surveillance

7.4.3.9.1.1 Surveillance of Feedwater October 17
Turbine Trip on High Vessel
Level

7.4.3.1.1.17 RPS SDV Level Channels B&D October 27
Control Rod Block Channels
E&F Channel Check and
Channel Functional Test

The inspector concluded that these surveillances were performed and documentedt properly.
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6.2 Scram Dischar e Volume SDV Surveillance

On October 11, 1994, the licensee performed PPH 7.4.3. 1. 1. 17, "RPS SDV Level
Channels B&D 1/2 Scram and Control Rod Block on Channels E and F — CC/CFT."

This surveillance tests the level switches in the scram discharge volume that
provide a rod block on high water level and reactor scram on high-high water
level in the scram discharge volume., Step 7. 1. 13 of this procedure requires
the user to raise level until Annunciator H13.P603.A7-2.7, "Rod Out Block,"
was received in the control room. The technician raised level until water
level in the SDV was 8 1/2 inches above the acceptance range and stopped,
believing level Switch CRD-LS-13E was stuck. The technician then received
permission from the shift manager to tap on level Switch CRD-LS-13E with a

pipe wrench which caused the switch to actuate. The technician then recorded
the existing water level as the "as found" setpoint. The technician then
recalibrated the switch, and performed repeated actuations of CRD-LS-13E, all
of which were satisfactory. The licensee initiated PER 294-0907 to trend the
fact that the SDV switch had to be recalibrated into specification.

The licensee subsequently performed a followup assessment of operability of
Switch CRD-LS-13E. The licensee determined that, since they were now able to
satisfactorily perform the surveillance on this switch, the switch was

operable, despite not knowing the root cause for the failure of the switch.
The licensee disassembled Switch CRD-LS-13E on October 27, 1994, to see if
they could identify any problems, but were unsuccessful. The licensee
increased the surveillance frequency for Switch CRD-LS-13E, to continue to
monitor the switch for any problems.

The inspector noted that mechanical agitation of instrumentation was a common

practice at WNP-2 when problems with surveillances occurred. The inspector
was concerned that this was a missed opportunity'o identify the root cause of
failure, The licensee acknowledged the inspector comments and stated that
they would continue to pursue the root cause of the problem with
Switch CRD-LS-13E.

6.3 Conclusions

The surveillances observed were performed and documented properly. During
performance of calibration of Switch CRD-LS-13E, the technicians mechanically
agitated a switch that was stuck, and lost the as-found condition, thus
complicating identification of the root cause of the problem.

7 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

During the inspection period, the inspector observed and reviewed
documentation associated with maintenance and problem investigation activities
to verify compliance with regulatory requirements and with administrative and
maintenance procedures, required gA/quality control involvement, proper use of
clearance tags, proper equipment alignment and use of jumpers, personnel
qualifications, and proper retesting. The inspector verified that
reportability decisions for these maintenance activities were correct.
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The inspector witnessed portions of the following maintenance activities:

Descri tion Dates Performed

RHR Keep Fill Pump P-3 September 21 and 22

NS5501, Repair Battery Charger CO-IA September 23

High Pressure Core Spray DG Air
Accumulator Relief Valve DSA-RV-14

September 29

Replace Diesel Air Dryer DSA-DY-1A October 19

PF5401, Troubleshoot CRC-LIS-13E October 27

The inspector determined that these maintenance activities were performed and
documented properly.

8 FOREIGN HATERIAL EXCLUSION CONTROLS (TI 2515/125)

8.1 ~Back round

The NRC has issued a number of generic communications regarding ECCS strainer
clogging due to debris. Inspectors at several nuclear facilities have
identified practices which could present the potential problem of introducing
foreign materials into systems important to safety. To address these issues,
TI 2515/125, "Foreign Material Exclusion Controls," was issued for NRC

inspectors to determine whether licensees have implemented effective
procedures to prevent foreign material from inadvertently entering safety
systems during maintenance activities, outages, and routine operations.

8.2 Ins ection Observations

Procedure Review

The inspector reviewed the following procedures which covered foreign
materials exclusion at WNP-2: (1) PPH 1.3. 18, "Foreign Material Control
Around the Spent Fuel Pool, the Reactor Cavity and the Dryer Separator Pit;"
and (2) PPH 10. l. 13, "Foreign Materials Exclusion."

PPH 1.3. 18 has specific requirements and goes into detail on how to accomplish
foreign materials exclusion controls around the reactor cavity, spent fuel
pool, and dryer separator pit. PPH 10. 1. 13 covers all other susceptible areas
in the plant and is a general procedure which provides a number of different
alternatives for accomplishing foreign materials exclusion controls. For
example, Step 7.2.6 of PPM 10. 1. 13 allows for implementation of whichever of
six options or a combination thereof will prevent entry of foreign materials.
The options include establishment of an exclusion area, monitoring of
materials in and out of the exclusion area, securing of materials, and removal
of personal objects.
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In addition to the above procedures, the licensee had a procedure, PPH 1.3. 19,
"Plant Material Condition Inspection Program," which provided guidelines and
responsibilities for monitoring the material condition of WNP-2. It appeared
that this procedure, in part, provided a means of self-monitoring the
effectiveness of the licensee's performance of PPHs 1.3. 18 and 10. 1. 13.

, PPH 1.3.19 provided for a Plant Material Condition Coordinator, for detailed
walkdowns of assigned inspection areas (including out-of-the-way and limited
access areas) by department managers, and requirements for department managers
to provide monthly "Housekeeping Inspection Reports" to the Plant Material
Condition Coordinator on the results of the walkdown inspections.

A licabilit of Procedures

The inspector reviewed past NRC inspection reports, interviewed licensee
personnel, and reviewed several licensee documents. The documents included
PERs, gA audit reports, material deficiency and housekeeping reports, and work
order packages.

It was evident that the licensee's gA group had focused a lot of attention in
this area. The licensee's report on the performance of foreign materials
controls during the 1994 refueling outage noted a general improvement over
past outages. Nevertheless, several findings were issued and a number of PERs

were written on continuing problems with foreign material exclusion. Examples
of problems which the licensee identified were: (1) log keeping not
rigorously maintained, and (2) foreign materials not properly secured.

In addition to the licensee's findings, the inspector identi.fied two minor
examples where licensee personnel did not strictly follow their procedures.
In the first example, the inspector reviewed Work Order Task DA16-01, which
required opening of a 24-inch butterfly valve in the containment exhaust purge
system. According to PPH 10. 1. 13, Section 2.0, "Scope," the procedure applied
to ". . . any work activity that disturbs or opens (including enclosure
physical barriers) systems and equipment." Work Order Task DA16-01 did not
list PPH 10. 1. 13 as a required (referenced) procedure. Although the work
order did not specifically incorporate the alternative material exclusion
control alternatives listed in PPM 10. 1. 13, the licensee was able to
demonstrate that quality control procedures included some checks to verify
cleanliness, and there was never any evidence of foreign materials entering
the system.

In the second example, the licensee appropriately referenced PPH 10. 1. 13 in
Work Order Task CG24-05 for replacement of the thermal sleeve for Control
Rod 3031. However, the licensee did not follow PPH 10. 1. 13, Step 7.3.20,
which required the licensee to "Perform and document performance of a closure
inspection on the WO or if applicable, the Foreign Materials Accountability
Log." In this case, the licensee was able to provide the inspector with
information which established reasonable assurance that foreign materials had
not been introduced into the system and that the area under the reactor vessel
was free of any debris prior to closing the containment at the end of the
refueling outage.
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~Ex eri ence

As noted above, the licensee has issued several PERs in the past years which
note examples of failure to strictly adhere to plant material control
procedures. No instances of safety equipment failure due to foreign material
inclusion were noted during the last year at WNP-2.

The inspector reviewed prior NRC inspection reports in order to summarize
recent NRC findings on foreign material exclusion problems at WNP-2. During
refueling outages in 1992 and 1993, NRC inspectors identified violations of
licensee foreign material control requirements, which are documented in
inspection reports 50-397/92-14 and 50-397/93-19. NRC Inspection Report
50-397/93-18 also described a number of problems with foreign material
exclusion which occurred during the 1993 spring refueling outage. As part of
the corrective actions for these problems, the licensee trained and briefed
personnel on previous problems and encouraged improved performance in 1994.
With some notable exceptions, foreign material exclusion did improve in 1994,

NRC Inspection Report 50-397/94-14 described an instance where maintenance
personnel dropped two unsecured bolts into the inner bellows area of the
reactor cavity. NRC Inspection Report 50-397/94-19 issued a Notice of
Violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, because the licensee
did not determine the cause and did not adequately provide corrective measures
when an underwater inspection light was severed and dropped into the reactor
core. As a result of a failure to stop and correct the first dropped light, a

second underwater inspection light was later severed from its cord and dropped
into the reactor core.

8.3 Summar and Conclusion

There appeared to be different levels of sensitivity with foreign materials
exclusion at WNP-2. The highest level of sensitivity pertained to work
activities on the refueling floor followed by work on open systems where
PPH 10. 1. 13 would apply. It appeared that work on closed systems sometimes
received a lesser level of attention than work on open systems. Work on
closed systems could also pose a threat to safety system operation, e.g., if
tools and materials in the work process were not properly controlled, material
could end up in pump suction strainers. PPN 1. 10. 13 addressed such work, but
examples of uncontrolled foreign material in the containment were cited in the
past. The inspector noted that, as a further precaution, the licensee
performed detailed walkdowns to survey containment cleanliness before closing
the containment after the refueling outage.

The licensee's foreign materials exclusion program had improved over that of
the previous year. Although, as noted by the licensee in gA Surveillance
Report 294-028 dated August 29, 1994, ". . . further improvement in this area
is needed." The inspector concurred with this assessment. The inspector
concluded that the licensee's foreign materials exclusion controls program
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appeared adequate. They further noted that the licensee's problem
identification process appeared good but that the corrective action program
could be more effective.

9 OPERATIONS FOLLOWUP (92901)

The inspector reviewed the following items:

9. 1 Closed IFI 397 9329-02: 0 eration of Two Trains of RHR in the
Su ression Pool Coolin SPC Mode a Condition That Makes the RHR

S stem Ino erable for Postaccident Res onse

The licensee determined that they had apparently violated TS 3.6.2.3,
"Suppression Pool Cooling," by operating two trains of RHR in the SPC mode for
approximately 48 hours on August 6, 1990, following main steam relief valve
testing with a design deficiency that could have rendered both, trains
inoperable following a coincident loss of offsite power (LOOP) and loss of
cooling accident (LOCA). A licensee engineering evaluation concluded that a

water hammer could fail a train of the RHR system being operated in the SPC or
suppression pool spray (SPS) mode with a coincident LOOP and LOCA. The LOOP

would cause the RHR pump to stop allowing portions of the associated RHR

piping and heat exchanger to drain. A coincident LOCA signal would result in
an automatic start of the pump within 15 seconds following re-energization of
the bus. The resulting water hammer from filling the voided piping could
cause failure in portions of the associated RHR piping and/or heat exchanger,
making the RHR train inoperable for postaccident response.

On January 13, 1993, the licensee made a telephone report to the NRC. A night
order was issued immediately to the plant operators instructing them to
declare any train of the RHR inoperable when in SPC or SPS mode and to enter
the appropriate TSAS. The licensee submitted LER 93-001. An enforcement
conference was held with the licensee on September 22, 1993, to discuss the
event and the licensee's corrective actions. On June 3, 1994, the licensee
submitted Revision 2 to LER 93-001, which provided a description of the
corrective actions completed and the additional actions planned. Also,
Revision 2 to LER 93-001 stated that the accident sequence of a LOOP

coincident with a LOCA, occurring while an RHR loop is in the SPC or SPS mode,
was not in the original design basis and, with limited use of RHR in the
SPC/SPS mode, the sequence of events resulting in a water hammer event was not
sufficiently credible to be included in the design basis.

The inspector verified by interviews of licensee personnel and review of the
supporting closure documents that all the corrective actions listed in
LER 93-001-02 were complete.

The corrective actions taken by the licensee appeared appropriate to address
the immediate safety concern and assure there is only limited use of the RHR

system in the SPC/SPS mode, with use of both trains of RHR in SPC/SPS mode
only when emergency conditions exist. The inspector did not review the
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acceptability of not including the accident sequence of LOOP coincident with a
LOCA while the RHR is in the SPC/SPS mode in the design basis.

9.2 Closed IFI 397 9345-07: 0 erator Reachin Over Hi h Radiation Area
Barrier

While verifying valve positions with an equipment operator (EO) during a
system walkdown, an NRC inspector observed the operator reach into a posted
high radiation area. The high radiation area was within a contaminated area
and was marked with two appropriately colored ropes and signs with both areas
designated. The EO called the HP Lead Technician for permission to briefly
reach his hand and arm into a posted contaminated area to check the position
of a valve. The EO stated that he was not aware that the contaminated area
was also a high radiation area. The EO stated that he did not see the high
radiation area sign, although it was conspicuously posted. Based on the
information received during the telephone conversation, the HP Lead Technician
directed the EO to wear gloves while reaching into the contaminated area.

The licensee determined that the radiation dose rate in the area the EO

reached into was 50 to 75 millirem per hour (less than 100 mr/hr for a high
radiation area). Only the EO's hand and arm were exposed to this dose rate
and the exposure was brief. Thus, the EO's radiation exposure was minimal.t The licensee's actions taken to prevent recurrence included:

~ The EO involved was counseled by the Operations Manager to be more
aware of all radiation signs by paying more "attention to detail"
and by practicing "self-checking" techniques.

~ The Operations Manager reemphasized awareness to all radiation
signs and the importance of "attention to detail" and
"self-checking" to all operations personnel.

~ At both turnover meetings and "all-hands" staff meetings, HP
management used this example to stress management expectations for
thorough communications with a "questioning attitude" in
accordance with impending administrative procedural changes'

Because the lack of a "questioning attitude" was found to be a
generic problem, an effective communications training session was
included in the fourth quarter continuing training for Radiation
Protection Technicians.

The inspector verified that each of the corrective actions taken by the
licensee were completed by interviewing involved licensee personnel and
selected operating shift personnel and by reviewing the closure documents for
the corrective actions. The inspector also toured selected portions of the
reactor building for direct observation of the high radiation area involved to
better understand the posting of the area.
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Corrective actions taken by the licensee appear to adequately address the
issue.

9.3 Closed Violation 397 9404-01: Failure to Include Sufficient Immediate
and Lon -Ran e 0 erations Actions in an Alarm Res onse Procedure for All
0 erational Modes

This violation involved the failure of Alarm Response Procedure 4.601.A4,
Revision 4, to address immediate and long-term actions, while operating in
Mode 1, for high pressure downstream of Valves RHR-V-8 and -9.

The licensee's response dated April 18, 1984, stated that Procedure 4.601.A4
and three other annunciator response procedures associated with reactor
coolant system interface valves had been revised to include required actions
in Mode 1. The response also described other licensee corrective actions,
including changes to the procedure which governs the development of
annunciator response procedures, addition of a step to the procedure
verification checklist, notation in the night order book to alert operators to
the issue, and review of immediate and long-range actions in other annunciator
procedures. The inspector verified that all specified licensee actions had
been completed, except for the review of actions in other annunciator response
procedures. The licensee was accomplishing this as part of the biennial
review of these procedures and was tracking completion of this action by an
entry in the Plant Tracking Log. Based on actions completed or being
completed by the licensee, this item is closed.

9.4 Closed Violation 397 9404-05: Failure to Declare an Avera e Power
Ran e Monitor APRH Ino erable Durin Troubleshootin Activities

This violation involved troubleshooting activities which rendered an APRH

inoperable, with Operations personnel unaware that it was inoperable and
without an inoperable equipment status sheet being prepared as required by
licensee

procedures.'he

licensee's response to the Notice of Violation, dated April 18, 1994,
stated that an entry in the Operations Department Night Order Book had
reemphasized the requirement for an inoperable equipment status sheet when an
APRH or similar instrument is bypassed and that licensed operators had been
given additional training on the need to be intrusive and questioning during
such events. The response also discussed other actions, including evaluation
of the operator training program, additional training for Operations crews,
and a procedure change requiring equipment operability to be discussed during
the prework briefing before commencement of troubleshooting activities. The
inspector verified by review of licensee records that the specified actions
had been completed.

P
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9.5 Closed Violation 397 9414-03: Raisin the Refuelin Hast Above the
Allowed Limit While Movin Irradiated Fuel

This violation involved raising of the refueling mast above the height
specified in licensee procedures while refueling activities were in progress.

The licensee's response, dated July 25, 1994, acknowledged that this violation
had resulted from personnel error on the part of the senior reactor operator
supervising the refueling activities. This individual was counseled and was
relieved of refueling duties pending receipt of additional training. An
"Operations Time Out" was held with refueling crews to discuss the event, and
recent procedure changes were also reviewed with the refueling crew involved.
The inspector confirmed that the licensee's corrective actions had been
completed as outlined in the July 25 response.

10 MAINTENANCE FOLLOWUP (92902)

10. 1 Closed Violation 397 9313-05: Failure to Follow Administrative
Procedures Controllin the Documentation and Com letion Reviews of
Surveillance Test Procedures

This violation involved four examples of failure to comply with the licensee's
administrative requirements while documenting and reviewing completed
surveillance test results. Procedure steps were signed off as satisfactorily
completed when they were not, incorrect data entries were made, and test
results requiring an engineering evaluation were not evaluated. In each case,
the shift manager and craft supervisor reviewed the event documents and signed
them off as complete and satisfactory. In all cases, the operability of the
affected equipment was not affected by the errors.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions in response to the
violation and verified completion of each corrective action item. The three
surveillance test procedures were changed as reported by the licensee. The
inspector reviewed the changed procedures and found them to be appropriate.
The inspector noted that the training for affected reviewers was to be
completed by August 31, 1993. The inspector reviewed the attendance sheets
and found that a good representation of shift managers, shift engineers, and
maintenance discipline supervisors were present. Although, the training was
not completed by the scheduled date of August 31, 1993, it was completed on
October 29, 1993. The licensee failed to contact the NRC for an extension for
good cause. The August data was overly optimistic because of licensee staff
schedule conflicts. The licensee evaluated the procedure completion review
process as committed. As a result, to prevent a recurrence of this violation,
the licensee changed two administrative procedures to better describe
expectations on completed procedure reviews.

The licensee conducted four monthly followup audits on surveillance procedure
documentation and adherence. The inspector noted that representative
procedures were sampled in operations, maintenance, chemistry, and other
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technical disciplines. All of the audits averaged approximately 0.5 percent
error, which indicated improvement in this area.

11 ENGINEERING FOLLOWUP (92903)

11. 1 0 en IFI 397 9323-04: Pressure Lockin and Thermal Bindin

During a previous NRC inspection, the licensee committed to complete an

evaluation for pressure locking and thermal binding of gate valves by
December 31, 1993. An inspector reviewed this report during a subsequent NRC

inspection (see NRC Inspection Report 50-397/94-10), and concluded that the
licensee's report had provided a comprehensive evaluation of the potential for
pressure locking and thermal binding. The inspector noted that the licensee's
evaluation satisfied the necessary review of'pressure locking and thermal
binding, except that a weak link analysis was needed for nine motor-operated
valves which were susceptible to pressure locking.

During this inspection, the inspector reviewed Weak Link Calculations
216-92-014, -042, and -045, performed by the licensee for eight valves in the
containment atmosphere control system and for Valve RCIC-V-68. These
calculations concluded that the allowable thrust for the limiting component in
each case was greater than the force needed to overcome expected pressure
locking forces. Since pressure locking and thermal binding of gate valves has
been identified as a potential industry problem, the NRC plans on issuing a

generic letter to address this issue. This followup item will remain open
pending review of the generic letter guidelines as they pertain to WNP-2.

11.2 Closed IFI 397 9116-06:. Motor-0 crated Valve MOV Switch Settin
Calculations

This followup item identified the following concerns:

~ Valve factors used in the calculations appeared low.

~ There was no required thrust margin to account for "rate-of-loading."

~ Valve stem friction coefficients of 0. 15 were used in calculating the
upper bound limit of the thrust window versus the conservative
coefficient of 0.20.

~ There appeared to be no consideration of valve component structural
limits in establishing the upper bound limits for thrust.

~ In some cases, it appeared that the licensee was taking credit for motor
performance beyond the "knee" of the motor performance curve in order to
meet calculated thrust requirements.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions in response to this followup
item and verified the following:
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~ The licensee's revised procedures increased valve factors and provided
for the use of higher factors determined from dynamic valve testing, if
the values were found to be significantly higher than those used in the
calculation of required thrust.

~ Amendment 92-11 was issued against Hechanical Engineering Standard
HES-10, "Hotor Operated Valve Sizing and Switch Settings," to include a

margin of 30 percent to account for,"rate-of-loading."

~ Standard HES-10 establishes a stem friction coefficient of 0.20 for
conversion of stem torque to stem thrust. Lower values are allowed, if
they can be justified.

~ Valve component structural limits were added by the licensee as part of
the requirement for determining upper bound limits for thrust.

~ Curves with knees are characteristic of motor performance curves for AC

motors'ccording to the licensee, the torque values they use for
determining AC HOV capability never exceed manufacturer's rated torque,
i.e., the licensee does not consider torque values beyond the knee of
the motor performance curve when calculating motor performance.

The inspector concluded that the licensee had appropriately addressed the
concerns identified in this followup item.

11,3 Closed Ins ector Followu Item 397 9116-08: Periodic Verification of
HOV Ca abilit

This followup item was concerned that the licensee had not developed
documented criteria for postmaintenance testing of HOVs nor periodic
verification testing.

The inspector verified that licensee Procedure 10.25.74, Revision 8,
"Haintenance Programs and Procedures," includes a section and attachments
which appear to provide adequate guidance for postmodification testing of
HOVs. The inspector also noted that Section 4.3.6 of the HOV program
committed to develop the detailed requirements for periodic verification of
HOV performance by April 1995.

This followup item also discussed the importance of ensuring that the testing
verify HOV capability under design basis conditions. Because of the uncertain
relationship between HOV performance under static versus dynamic conditions,
the licensee's current testing methodology will be reviewed to verify that it
applies appropriate means to assess the ability of the HOV to perform under
design conditions. This review will be performed as part of the inspection
for closure of TI 2515/109, "Inspection Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10,
Safety-Related Hotor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance."
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The inspector concluded that this followup item could be closed because the
licensee had a procedure for postmodification testing and was planning to
issue a procedure for periodic verification testing by April 1995.
Furthermore, inspection of the adequacy of the licensee's postmodification and

periodic testing procedures to verify performance under design conditions will
be performed as part of the closure inspection for TI 2515/109.

11.4 Closed IFI 397 9116-13: IST of MOVs

This followup item was concerned that the licensee's acceptance criteria for
in-service stroke time testing of MOVs might not adequately account for
increased stroke times under design basis conditions. The followup item noted
that direct current (dc) motor speed decreases under increased loading and

degraded voltage conditions. It was also noted that the actual stroke times
for some of the licensee's dc MOVs appeared close to the FSAR acceptable
stroke times.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's current IST program for dc MOVs and
observed the following:

~ The licensee calculates stroke time based on gear ratio and motor speed
at nominal voltage.

TS acceptance criteria and actual design basis information are used to
establish "alert high" and "action high" setpoints that provide a margin
for safe operation.

PERs are'equired when alert points are reached. These PERs address
problem identification and resolution.

The inspector noted that the industry typically performs "design basis"
testing using nominal voltage. The Supply System has performed dynamic
testing on a number of their MOVs using degraded voltage. The Supply System
is an industry leader in this aspect of design testing.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's approach to IST appeared to
adequately consider that dc motor speed decreases under increased loading and
degraded voltage conditions.

11.5 Closed IFI 397 9116-14: Re-evaluation of MOVs within the Sco e of
Su lement 3 to Generic Letter GL 89-10

Supplement 3 to GL 89-10 identified valves at boiling water reactors which had
been found by testing to be susceptible to significant reductions in safety
margin due to high valve factors and the rate-of-loading effect. In response
to the GL, the licensee had identified two RCIC and two reactor water
cleanup (RWCU) MOVs which fell within the scope of Supplement 3. This
followup item identified that either calculations had not been performed or
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that calculations were deficient for determining MOV thrust and switch
setpoints based on the information given in Supplement 3 ~

The inspector verified that the licensee subsequently issued revised
calculations for each of the four Supplement 3 MOVs (RCIC-V-63, RCIC-V-8,
RWCU-V-1, and RWCU-V-4) and that the revised calculations considered the
higher valve factors and additional rate-of-loading margin discussed in
Supplement 3. Two of the valves, RCIC-V-8 and RWCU-V-l, required
modifications, which were completed during the refueling outage in spring of
1994. The inspector concluded that the licensee had effectively incorporated
the Supplement 3 information into the design of the subject MOVs.

12 ONSITE REVIEW OF LERs (92700)

The inspector reviewed the following LERs associated with operating events.
The following LERs were reviewed during this inspection period.

12. 1 Closed LER 397 93-10 Revisions 7 and 8: Noncom liance with TS
Identified b the Licensee's TS Surveillance Im rovement Pro ect TSSIP

Revision 7 This issue involves the licensee's failure to test a relay
in the control circuit for high pressure core spray (HPCS)
injection Valve HPCS-V-4.

Revision 8 This issue involves the licensee's failure to test one set
of relay contacts in the control circuit for RCIC injection
Valve RCIC-V-13.

Ori inal LER

This LER was issued to report noncompliance with the WNP-2 TS that were
identified by the licensee as part of the licensee's TSSIP. Revisions 7 and 8
are the 23rd and 24th reportable problems identified by the TSSIP.

Revision 7 Issue

On February 16, 1994, a TSSIP review determined that the plant procedures were
not adequate to satisfy the Logic System Functional Test (LSFT) requirement of
TS 4.3.3.2. PPM 7.4.3.3.2.27, "HPCS-LSFT," was credited with meeting this
requirement, but the procedure was found not to be in full accordance with the
TS definition 1.22, "Logic System Functional Test." PPM 7.4.3.3.2.27,
Section 7.5.2, is performed when reactor water level is at or above +54.5
inches (Level 8). However, it was determined that this section does not
adequately verify that the HPCS system reactor vessel injection valve
(HPCS-V-4) auto-closes upon receipt of a high reactor water level (Level 8)
signal. The relay (HPCS-RLY-K13) that initiates the injection valve
auto-closure is verified to energize such that the high reactor water level
seal-in indicator light is illuminated. This is not adequate valve
auto-closure verification because the relay contacts that illuminate the
seal-in indicator light are not the same contacts that initiate the valve
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auto-closure. Consequently, there was no "positive and direct" assurance that
the injunction valve would auto-close.

Revision 8 Issue

On March 4, 1994, TSSIP personnel discovered a deficiency in the testing
method used to satisfy the RCIC Channel Functional Test requirement of
TSSIP 4.7.3,c. PPM 7.4.7.3.6, "RCIC 18 Month Surveillances," is credited with
meeting this surveillance requirement. However, the procedural requirements
do not adequately verify a portion of the reactor pressure vessel injection
valve (RCIC-V-13) automatic open instrumentation logic. There are two relays
(RCIC-RLY-K20 and RCIC-RLY-K40) that each provide an open permissive contact
for Valve RCIC-V-13. These relays monitor RCIC Turbine Trip Valve RCIC-V-1
and RCIC Turbine Steam Supply Valve RCIC-V-45 position. On a RCIC initiation
signal due to low reactor vessel water level, both relay contacts must be
closed to automatically open Valve RCIC-V-13, which is normally closed.
Contact RCIC-RLY-K20 is closed when Valve RCIC-V-45 opens on a RCIC initiation
signal. PPM 7.4.7.3.6 is credited for testing the RCIC-V-13 logic. In the
procedure, the performer was directed to install a jumper across
Contact RCIC-RLY-40 contact to simulate contact closure when Valve RCIC-V-45
opens. However, there was no procedural direction to verify that the jumpered
relay contact actually closes when the valve opens. If the contact were to
remain open, the RCIC-V-13 open logic would be blocked and the valve would not
automatically open on a RCIC initiation signal.

Licensee's Action in Res onse to the LER

In each case, the licensee immediately conducted a special test to verify
proper operation of the control circuit. Subsequently, design changes to
correct the affected test procedure were implemented.

Ins ection Followu and Conclusion

The inspector verified that the licensee had completed the immediate and
longer-term corrective actions. for both revisions of the LER by reviewing the
closure documents and checking each step of the revised procedures to ensure
the procedure change properly completed the desired test.

The licensee's corrective actions appeared adequate to ensure proper testing
of the circuits in the future.



ATTACHMENT

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

Washin ton Public Power Su l S stem

V. Parrish, Assistant Managing Director for Operations
M. Flasch, Engineering Director
J. Gearhart, guality Assurance Director
J. Swailes, Plant Manager
J. Baker, Technical Training Manager

*R, Webring, Support Services Manager
*G. Smith, Operations Division Manager
*R. Barbee, System Engineering Manager
*R. Koenigs, Design Engineering Manager
*S. Kirkendall, Plant Support Engineering Manager
J. McDonald, guality Support Manager

*W. Sawyer, Acting Operations Hanager
*J. Sampson, Maintenance Production Manager

P. Bemis, Regulatory Programs Manager
J. Albers, Radiation Protection Manager

*D. Swank, Licensing Manager
*R. Givin, Security Manager
*C. Whitcomb, Administrative and Records Manager
*S. Davison, Plant Support Assessments Manager
*P. Inserra, Technical Services Supervisor
*J. Pedro, Licensing Engineer

Nuclear Re ulator Commission

*D. Kirsch, Branch Chief
*D. Proulx, Resident Inspector

The inspector also interviewed various control room operators, shift
supervisors and shift managers, maintenance, engineering, quality assurance,
and management personnel.

*Attended the exit meeting on November 10, 1994.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on November 10, 1994. During this meeting, the
inspector reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the inspector's findings. The licensee did not identify as
proprietary any of the information provided to, or reviewed by, the
inspectors.
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